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Abstract— In this paper, we describe machine learning approach for summarizing video. It will describe steps to summarize video with audio 
and create summary video with meaningful sentences. 

Index Terms— Machine Learning, Video summarization, Speech recognition, Speech summarization.   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
ore than 1.9 Billion logged-in users visit YouTube each 
month. Everyday people watch more than a billion hours 
[1]. More than 70% of the total video viewers are watch-

ing in mobile devices [1]. These statistics are only for YouTube 
there are other video channels also available. With increasing 
number of the mobile devices, the video watchers are increas-
ing day by day. There are different kind of videos available and 
people face difficulties to identify whether the video contains 
useful content or not. With the help of Machine Learning, we 
can summarize a video in short video and by watching that 
summary video, we can decide to watch complete video or not. 
This will also help in creating Ad of video tutorial or channel. 

2 MACHINE LEARNING TOOLS 
In video summarization, various tools like, Sphinx, MEAD and 
ffmpeg are used. Each of these tools will be explained in more 
detail in this section. 
 
2.1 Sphinx-4 - Speech recognition 
Sphinx-4 is built on Java, due to which it supports high portabil-
ity. In Java, once the code is compiled it can be executed on any 
platform, which gives Sphinx-4 an advantage of executing on 
different platforms. Sphinx-4 supports different kinds of feature 
streams, language models , grammars and types of acoustic 
models. The decoder of Sphinx consists of main three modules: 
search manager, linguist, and acoustic scorer. 

1. Search Manager: The search manager creates a tree of 
possibilities based on best hypothesis. The search man-
ager required acostic scores which can be fetched from 
acostic scorer [2]. A token tree will be used by search 
manager. The token will also be used in other speech 
recognition systems [3]. 

 
The search algorithm has an active list. The active list 
will hold a set of active tokens. Each token is assigned 
scores based on acoustic and language scores by Sen-
tenceHMM. During search, based on the score low 
scoring branches are pruned. Active list will be up-
dated with the remaining tokens post the pruning. 
Depth-first search and breadth-first search are the two 
ways the search will be performed in sentenceHMM. 
Viterbi algorithm and Bush-derby algorithms are used 
to perform breadth-first search in Sphinx-4. Directed 

acyclic graph, which has a source and a sink, is used to 
represent each competing unit during search. 

 
In Viterbi algorithm, based on the probability of the 
best path each competing unit is assigned a score. The 
competing unit with maximum best score wins [2]. For 
example. If probabilities on ABC the egdes are 
(0.8,0.03,0.02) and for DEF the edges are (0.2,0.5,0.4) 
then the score for ABC would be 0.8 and score for DEF 
would be 0.5 and ABC will win. If the probability of 
entire path would be considered, then DEF will win 
[2]. 
 
In Bush-derby algorithm, an η-score will be calculated 
for each directed acyclic graph. In compare to Viterbi 
algorithm, here all the paths will contribute to score. At 
a max node the sink nodes of competing unites will be 
united. Out of all, the one with the highest score will 
wins. 

 
To calculate the η-scores, the source node assined with 
score one and the score of other nodes will be calcu-
lated recursively from the predecessors and  the prob-
abilities of the edges in the directed acyclic graph [2]. 

 
2. Linguist: The linguist converts the linguistic con-

straints to the grammer. The grammer is the internal 
data structure and used by search manager. Each node 
of the grammar is the set of words which are spoken at 
perticular time. The directed graph of these type of 
nodes creates grammar. A SentenceHMM, in which 
the grammar will further be compiled. SentenceHMM 
is a directed state graph.In SentenceHMM, each state 
represents a unit of speech [2].  

 
3. Acoustic Scorer: All information related to the state 

output densities will be retained by the acoustic 
scorer.The duty of the acoustic scorer is to compute 
state output probability or density values for the dif-
ferent states, for any given input vector. The serach 
modul get the score from acoustic scorer as needed. 
Acoustic scorer generates the score based on semi-con-
tinuous , discrete HMMs or continuous. Any heuristic 
algorithms incorporated into the scoring procedure for 
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speeding it up can be executed locally within the 
search module [2]. 

 

2.2 MEAD 
MEAD is a summarization  and evaluation toolkit. It supports 
multi-lingual. Position-based, Centroid, TF*IDF, and query-
based methods are the various summarization algorithms sup-
ported by MEAD. University of Michigan developed MEAD. 
Johns Hopkins University held eight-week summer workshop 
on Text Summarization in which MEAD v3.01 – v3.06 were de-
veloped [4]. 

The document will be processed sentence by sentence with 
basic method of MEAD. MEAD will calculate importance 
weight of each sentence, sort it and prepare the summary with 
the sentences with the highest importance weight. Before add-
ing new sentence to the summary, it will also check if there is 
overlap with existing sentences in summary. If there is no over-
lap, then it will add new sentence to the summary. 

To generate importance score information which is consid-
ered is the sentence length, position of sentence in the docu-
ment and the word frequencies [4]. 

2.3 FFMPEG 
To process video and audio files ffmpeg is very quick. It can 
also process live video/audio source. Resizing and transform-
ing video is also supported by ffmpeg [5].  

ffmpeg has one of the features which joins audio/video 
streams, together one after the other. The filter works on sec-
tions of synchronized video and audio streams [5]. 
ffmpeg also has feature to split the file from the given position 
to the audio/video file. It will search for the closest seek point 
from the position and split the video/audio from that position 
[5]. 

3 SUMMARIZE VIDEO 
In this section, all the steps involved in summarizing video 

with Machine Learning is explained. Fig. 1. Shows the complete 

flow 
of 
video 
sum-
mari-
za-
tion. 
Fig. 
2. de-
picts 
the 
complete video summarization process. The completed problem 
is di-

vided into following major steps: Video to Text conversion, gen-
erate text summary and Summary to build Video. Video to text 
conversion 

1. Video to Text conversion: As a first steps of this solution 
the video content is converted into an audio file. To con-
vert video to audio file, ffmpeg will be used. Once 
ffmpeg will convert the file into audio, SPHINX – 
speech recognition is used to identify the content and 
convert into the text. 
An additional step is performed when SPHINX will 
convert speech to text, is to store the start time and end 
time of each sentence and store it. We call that storage 
as “sentence timing storage”. So, with the help of 
ffmpeg and SPHINX, video file will be converted into 
the text content. 

 
1. Generate text Summary: In this step, the summary will 

be generated from the text. To generate the summary, 

Fig. 1. Flow of Video Summary with ML 

Fig. 2. Steps to follow for Video Summary with ML 
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MEAD is used to derive the summary from the com-
plete text of the video. 

2. Summary to build video: The summary text would con-
tain multiple sentences. For each summary sentence, 
start time and end time will be fetched from “sentence 
timing storage” (which has stored the sentence timing 
in “Video to Text conversion” phase). 
Once all start time and end time of the video will be 
fetched from the “sentence timing storage”, as per sum-
mary sentence, the video will be sliced. All the sliced 
frame of the video from the summary sentence will be 
re-joined and final summary video will be created. 

 
Table 1. depicts the results of various summary video 
performed. The experiment is performed on different 
tutorial videos . It summaries the video in 3 or 4 sen-
tence depends on the configuration in text summariza-
tion phase. 

 
 

TABLE 1 

Results of different Summary Videos 

Video 
Length 

Sentences 
Sentences in 
Summary 

Summary 
Video 
Length 

4 minutes 82 3 8 seconds 

9 minutes 179 3 7 seconds 

30 minutes 610 4 11 seconds 

 

4 CONCLUSION 
With the help of Machine Learning the video with the voice can 
be summarize and it will help viewer to identify if the video is 
interested to watch. Here with the help of Sphinx, MEAD and 
ffmpeg, which uses different algorithms to perform functional-
ity, video summarization is achieved. 

Video summarization can be enhanced to support different 
languages, as Sphinx provides support to other languages as 
well. 
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